
THE STRATHMERE LOUNGE COLLECTION 

   · •  Durable all-weather construction

   · •  Reinforced steel frames

   · •  Premium polyethylene wicker in  
     espresso brown

   · •  100% hand-woven strapping

   · •  Deep-seating cushions wrapped   
     in premium outdoor fabric

   · •  Additional color options available

   · •  Some assembly required

   · •  1-year limited warranty

FEATURES:

ITEM PRODUCT DIMENSIONS  WEIGHT

ARM CHAIR 30.75”L x 30.75”W x 35.50”H 26.81 lbs.

COFFEE TABLE 25.25”L x 41.25”W x 19.00”H 33.6 lbs.

LOVESEAT 34.00”L x 63.75”W x 35.50”H 51.00 lbs.

OTTOMAN 21.50”L x 28.50”W x 16.75”H 15.61 lbs.

CHAISE LOUNGE CHAIR 83.75”L x 29.50”W x 39.00”H 47.18 lbs.

LUXURY RECLINER 36.25”L x 30.25”W x 40.75”H 55.12 lbs.

Arm Chair Coffee Table Luxury Recliner

Loveseat Ottoman Chaise Lounge Chair

STRATHMERE LOUNGE COLLECTION:

Enjoy more quality time with your loved ones outdoors as you sink into the 

plush cushions of this deep-seating lounge collection. Each item is carefully 

constructed with reinforced steel frames beneath 100% hand-woven resin 

strapping for ultimate all-weather durability. The thick foam cushions are 

wrapped in premium olefin fabric that is quick to dry and resists stains, water 

and UV harm. 

Individual pieces of the collection include the Luxury Recliner and an extra-

long Chaise Lounge Chair. Both have the ability to adjust to your preferred 

level of comfort. A 6-piece set is also available and includes one deep-seating 

loveseat, two arm chairs, two ottomans, four coordinating accent pillows and 

one glass-top coffee table that will instantly create an inviting space while 

entertaining guests. Each item is offered in a variety of vibrant colors and 

patterns so you can decide which combination best suits your style.



Strathmere 6-Piece Lounge Set
Relax in style with the 6-Piece Outdoor Lounge Set. Its contents include 
one deep-seating sofa, two coordinating arm chairs, two ottomans and a 
tempered glass-top coffee table. This set will instantly create the perfect 
lounge space for friends and family gatherings. All-weather cushions 
and accent pillows are also included to complete this attractive set. 

STRATHMERE6PC (CILANTRO GREEN) ............................................. UPC: 722938094134 
STRATHMERE6PCBLU (OCEAN BLUE)  .............................................. UPC: 013964863574 
STRATHMERE6PCNVY (NAVY BLUE)  ................................................ UPC: 013964863451 
STRATHMERE6PCRED (CRIMSON RED)  ........................................... UPC: 722938114726 
STRATHMERE6PCSLV (SILVER LINING)  ........................................... UPC: 013964863468 
STRATHMERE6PCTAN (COUNTRY CORK)  ....................................... UPC: 013964863475

Strathmere Luxury Recliner
Sit back and relax with the Outdoor Recliner. The base is constructed 
with a rust-resistant, heavy gauge steel frame that provides three 
reclining positions of deep-seating comfort. Soft and generously sized 
back, seat and leg cushions are made with premium olefin fabric 
wrapped around plush foam, ensuring comfort for years to come.

STRATHREC (CILANTRO GREEN) ....................................................... UPC: 722938114627 
STRATHRECBLU (OCEAN BLUE) ......................................................... UPC: 013964863482 
STRATHRECNVY (NAVY BLUE) ........................................................... UPC: 013964863499 
STRATHRECRED (CRIMSON RED) ...................................................... UPC: 722938114641 
STRATHRECSLV (SILVER LINING) ....................................................... UPC: 013964863581 

STRATHRECTAN (COUNTRY CORK) ................................................... UPC: 013964863598

Strathmere Chaise Lounge Chair
Ease into comfort while making a statement with this Chaise Lounge 
Chair. The rich brown wicker and eye-catching fabric options will 
enhance the look of any outdoor lounge or pool area. Plush, extra-long 
cushions, coordinating accent pillow and adjustable back positioning 
will help ensure your most relaxed fit under the sun.

STRATHCHS (CILANTRO GREEN) ....................................................... UPC: 722938114634 
STRATHCHSBLU (OCEAN BLUE) ......................................................... UPC: 013964863536 
STRATHCHSNVY (NAVY BLUE) ........................................................... UPC: 013964863543 
STRATHCHSRED (CRIMSON RED) ...................................................... UPC: 722938114658 
STRATHCHSSLV (SILVER LINING) .......................................................UPC:013964863550 
STRATHCHSTAN (COUNTRY CORK)................................................... UPC: 013964863567

Cilantro Green Ocean Blue Navy Blue Crimson Red Silver Lining Country Cork

STRATHMERE COLOR OPTIONS
Clockwise from top: cushion fabric color, pillow pattern and wicker color

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change

For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

STRATHMERE6PCNVY in navy blue

STRATHRECRED in crimson red

STRATHCHSSLV in silver lining

http://www.hanover-products.com

